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Public Meeting 
Have  your  say  about  these 
projects for 2012. 

Marginal  plants  for  the lake (upper  left). 
After  a  series  of  community  consultation 
meetings staged by the Friends, the Dulwich 
Society  sought  Cleaner,  Greener,  Safer 
funding. £4,000 was allocated. The Society 
will kindly add  £1,000. The Friends suggest 
planting in the area towards the bridge.   

Playground (middle left).  Responding to the 
Friends, the CGS fund allocated £13,000 for 
three  or  four  new  small  items  of  play 
equipment  plus  any  delivery,  installation 
costs and any necessary safety surfacing.

An ornamental  West  Dulwich gate (lower 
left). This possibility was floated by Alastair 
Hanton  of  the  Dulwich  Society  at  our 
meeting  of  February  15,  2012.   We also 
discussed commissioning Heather Burrell  to 
carry  out  these works.  She has visited  the 
site  and  confirms  the  existing  posts  are 
suitable for gate attachment. At our meeting, 
however, the concept of an arch emerged as 
the most popular idea, because the gate is 
always fastened back. Heather Burrell would 
be willing to design a decorative  arch.  The 
CGS award was £4,000.

The meeting will also discuss new signs in the Park and progress with the Gallery Road  gate. 

June 13, 2012, 7:00 pm, Recreation Rooms, Gallery Rd. SE21.

The Committee, Friends of Belair Park  friendsofbelairpark(at)hotmail.co.uk  Tel: 020 8670 8924. 



New signs. Above: The final design for the 
Green  Chain  Link  board.  It  will  be  installed 
next  to  the existing  notice  board  beside  the 
tennis  courts.  Left:  Paul  Highman,  who 
manages Dulwich area parks, has been awarded 
from CGS £6,000 for  two information boards. 
Andrea Allen, CGS senior project manager has 
sent this photo illustrating their design style.

Southwark officers will attend the meeting of June 13, 2012 to meet any 
members of the community who are interested in discussing these projects.

Gallery  Road  gate.  Left:  A  new  safety 
barrier  has  been  fitted  between  the  Gallery 
Road gate and the busy road.  Pippa Krishnan of 
the London Borough of Southwark has asked us 
to point out that a self-closing mechanism was 
fitted to the new Gallery Road gate. This did 
not (as we had assumed) include a latch, so the 
gate  as  featured  in  e.Newsletter  42  was, 
contrary to our text, fully functional. Officers 
of  the  Friends  are  now  requesting  a  latch, 
however,  because  we  consider  that  it  would 
contribute  to  the  safety  of  dogs  and  small 
children.



  
Work in progress.

Plans  to  replace  ugly  fencing  around the 
Chandni car  park,  next  to  the  West 
Dulwich gate (upper left), have been put 
on  hold.  The  land  is  owned  by  Network 
Rail,  so  the  project  was  not  considered 
eligible for CGS funding. 

Alastair Hanton of the Dulwich Society has 
asked if the path at the West Dulwich gate 
(middle left) could be tidied. We are keen 
to preserve a wedge of wild flowers here, 
but ways might be found to create a more 
formal edge, so that the path does not look 
neglected.

The row of (apparently) self-sown willows 
(lower  left)  along  the  wetland  area  has 
grown over the years  and it  was shading 
the wetland. (The hedgerow is orientated 
roughly north to south, and so its shadow 
falls on this area in the earlier part of the 
day. The hedgerow has become a feature 
of ecological  interest in its own right, so 
outright removal would not be desirable.

Work to reduce the height of  the willow 
hedgerow  has  been  under  discussion  for 
some time. Paul Highman, pointed out that 
the willows would, unmanaged, grow much 
taller, advising that we lower the crowns. 
Martin Heath (Chair) has tackled this work. 
He commented “The sight of the tops of  
the  willows  dancing  in  the  wind  was  
beautiful,  but  we  could  not  allow  the  
wetland  area  to  become  overgrown  and 
shaded.  The  hedgerow  feature  will  be  
retained, but will be lower. We shall work  
on enhancing it with other species.”

Business meetings took place between Martin Heath (Chair) and Matt Reid (Secretary) on May 23 
and 25, 2012. We had been emailed by Andrea Allen of the London Borough of Southwark to 
request a meeting in the new future to discuss the CGS-funded projects. Thanks to Paul Bond 
for confirming speedily that we could use the Recreation Rooms for a public meeting on the 
evening of June 13. 

Guideline protocol for future projects.

With projects for the Park coming thick and fast from several directions, the Committee has 
agreed  a  protocol  for  future  work.  We  want  to  rationalise  the  process  so  that  projects 
contribute to a meaningful long-term plan for Belair. We are asking that proposals concerning 
management work or other projects in the Park, from individuals or groups, be submitted in 
writing (at least in outline) to the Friends and then discussed at public meetings. If a project is  
deemed desirable, cost estimates will be sought, and then the Friends will seek funding.  



June 6, 2012 - The transit of Venus.

As seen from the Earth, Venus is moving 
rapidly towards the Sun.  In the photo 
right we catch a glimpse of Venus over 
the Belair tree tops, on May 22, during 
its  last  few  nights  of  visibility  as  an 
evening  star.  The  planets'  orbits  are 
lined  up  correctly  for  Venus  to  pass 
between us and the Sun on June 5/6   – 
a rare sight. This transit (crossing of the Sun's disk) is the second of a pair, following that of 
2004. The next will not occur until 2117.  From London, only the final part of the transit will be 
visible, for a while after sunrise - clouds permitting. Good luck, if you are hoping to see it!      

  

Watch the transit safely. 

Protect  your  eyes!  Sunglasses  will  not 
provide sufficient protection for peering 
at the Sun, and even with proper eclipse 
glasses, Venus would be extremely small 
and  very  difficult  to  see. Do  not  risk 
blindness by looking directly at the Sun 
through  binoculars  or  a  telescope. A 
safe  way  to  watch  the  transit  is  to 
project  a  magnified  image  of  the  Sun 
through binoculars or a telescope onto a 
piece of white card. Be very careful not 
to look through your telescope's finder-
scope  from  habit,  or  by  accident,  in 
lining up the Sun. 

You can purchase proper Sun filters for your telescope eyepiece from reputable dealers. Do not 
try to improvise. Our local Croydon Astronomical Society (see its website for contact details) is a 
helpful  source  of  advice.  The  diagram above  (from an  Astronomical  Society  of  the  Pacific 
publication) illustrates how to project the Sun's image safely.

When will the transit be visible?

The following  data  are  taken from HM Nautical  Almanac Office.  1  hour  has  been  added to 
convert Universal Time into British Summer Time. The Sun will rise on June 6 at 04:46, whilst 
Venus is crossing the Sun's disk. The transit began just before 23:04, the previous night. Venus 
will  begin to leave the Sun's disk at 05:37 and will be completely gone by 05:55.  Stellarium 
images below show Venus to scale, as a tiny dot crossing the upper part of the Sun's disk. The 
other dark areas are imaginary sunspots added by Stellarium. Times (in BST) from upper left to 
lower right: June 6, 00:00; 02:30; 05:00.  Lower right: Photo of Venus transit on June 8, 2004  
(Gestrgangleri; public domain). 

 

  


